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CHAPTER THREE

A Riddle Wrapped in a Mystery
Transnational Music Sampling and Enigma’s “Return to Innocence”

Timothy D. Taylor

Globalization as we currently discuss it and theorize it cannot be conceived of without taking into consideration digital technologies that have sped up the movement of information. It is for this reason that Manuel Castells prefers to label this era both global and informational, not simply one or the other.1 This essay, therefore, takes off from Castells to examine the ways that music moves around the world, and the consequences that this movement can sometimes have, with respect to a specific case of the German band Enigma and their appropriation of a song by aboriginal musicians in Taiwan.

Globalization/“Glocalization”

Much has been made in the last few years of the new globalized, transnational world that we all live in, a world with flows of “technoscapes,” “ideoscapes,” “ethnoscapes,” “mediascapes,” and “finanscapes” that Arjun Appadurai has so influentially labeled and theorized.2 To this list I would add, or tease out, another, an “infoescape,” which to some extent is the atmosphere in which the others exist, made possible by the computer, the Internet, and other digital technologies.3

With the rise of these recent “-scapes,” however, and terms such as transnational or global economy, it has become important to wonder just how new this “new” global economy is, for claims about the new global economy are almost never historically informed. There is a good deal of evidence that, in terms of overseas investment, we aren’t really any more global than we were at the height of the imperial era early in the twentieth century. Doug Henwood has written that in terms of exports as a share of the gross domestic product, the United Kingdom—the biggest imperial power among developed nations—was only a little more globalized in 1992 than in 1913; Mexico exported more than twice as much in 1929 as in 1992; and today, the United Kingdom exports almost twice as much as Japan, which most people think is the biggest exporter. The U.S. economy is more internationalized now than it was at the turn of the century, but it nonetheless exports far less than the United Kingdom and Japan and is in fact closer to Mexico in these terms.4

If we step further back in history we affirm that people—and thus their cultures, and more specifically, for my purposes here, their musics—have always interacted. Historian Jerry H. Bentley asserts that “cross-cultural encounters have been a regular feature of world history since the earliest days of the human species’ existence.”5 Asian, African, and European peoples regularly traveled and interacted, he argues, via trade routes that crossed the Eurasian landmass; religions such as Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam influenced people far from their points of origin.6

Bentley distinguishes three main periods of travel and intercultural exchange, beginning with the Roman and Han empires (he begins in this moment because of the scarcity of historical sources before). He first identifies the era of the ancient silk roads, which he dates at roughly 400 to 200 B.C., as the first major period of intercultural contact. The next major period began around the sixth century; crosscultural exchange was fostered by the foundation of large imperial states such as the Tang, Abbasid, and Carolingian empires and relied on cooperation of nomadic peoples, who provided transportation links between settled regions. In this period, there was also more frequent sea travel across the Indian Ocean. This second era blended into the third, the last pre-Columbian one, from roughly 1000 to 1350 A.D.; long-distance trade increased dramatically over both sea and land and was marked by the rise of nomadic peoples, namely the Turks and the Mongols, into political power and expansion. The bubonic plague in the later fourteenth century disrupted trade until the fifteenth, leading to a fourth and more studied colonial expansion of European powers.7

Immanuel Wallerstein has written of a period a little later than this, the expansion of European empires after Columbus’s “discovery,” and he coined the term “modern world-system” to describe the establishment of regular contact around most parts of the world. For Wallerstein, modernity itself is this rise of capitalism and world trade that began in the sixteenth
Perhaps a better term than globalization is "globalization," a word that originated in Japanese business in the late 1990s and was quickly picked up by American business. Globalization emphasizes the extent to which the local and the global are no longer distinct — indeed, never were — but are intrinsically intertwined, with one infiltrating and implicating the other. Indeed, it may now be difficult or impossible to speak of one or the other. Older forms and problems of globalization continue but are increasingly compromised, challenged, and augmented by this newer phenomenon of globalization.

Beginnings

Now let me turn to the specific musical case of this article. In May 1988, the cultural ministries of the French and Taiwanese governments brought roughly thirty Taiwanese residents of different ethnic groups to France to give some concerts. These musicians ultimately performed in Switzerland, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Italy for a month, earning a stipend of fifteen dollars per day. Unbeknownst to the musicians, some of their concerts were recorded, and the following year, the Ministère de la Culture et de la Francophonie/Alliance Française issued a CD called Polyphonies vocales des aborigènes de Taiwan that contained some music from these concerts. A Taiwanese ethnomusicologist, Hsu Yung-Chou, says that the musicians signed a contract before the tour and that the Chinese government approved the French recording. Pierre Bois, of the Maison des Cultures du Monde, told me that it was his understanding that the musicians did in fact know they were being recorded, and that the Chinese Folk Arts Foundation was in regular contact with the musicians, whom he assumed were paid for an earlier recording. (This CD also included music recorded a decade earlier by a Taiwanese ethnomusicologist and was accompanied by liner notes by two Taiwanese ethnomusicologists, one who had made the original field recordings and another who had issued them in Taiwan.)

In the meantime, Michael Cretu, a Romanian émigré to Germany (also known as "Curly M.C.") and his band Enigma were busy scoring a colossal international hit with their album MCMXC A.D. This recording came out of nowhere to sell seven million copies worldwide, which made it the most successful German production abroad ever; the single from the album, "Sadness Pt. I" (after the Marquis de Sade) became the fastest-selling single in German recording history. MCMXC A.D. went to number one in several European countries, including the U.K., and peaked at number six with a run of 150 weeks on the Billboard 200 chart in the United States. The gimmick (or combination of gimmicks) that proved so salable was
Cretu's mixing of sampled Gregorian chants with dance beats, which resulted in a kind of sped-up New Age litany.18

A few years later, in 1992, Michael Cretu sat in the studio he built with the proceeds from MCMXC A.D. on the island of Ibiza off the coast of Spain. Cretu, in the words of one fan, took 9 years to work his way through hundreds of CDs of native song, sampling, cataloguing and synchronising many sounds before he began his songwriting process.19 Cretu himself said, “I’m always looking for traces of old and forgotten cultures and I’m listening to hundreds of records and tapes.”20 Stumbling upon Polyphonies vocales des aborigènes de Taiwan, Cretu found what he wanted in the first track, called “Jubilant Drinking Song.” Cretu’s publishing company, Mambo Musik, paid 30,000 francs (about $5,000) to license the vocals from the French Maison des Cultures du Monde; half of this money went to the Chinese Folk Arts Foundation. The resulting single—the most successful single from Enigma’s second album, The Cross of Changes—is called “Return to Innocence,” and it went to number two in Europe, number three in the United Kingdom, and number four in the United States. The Cross of Changes went to number two in Europe, number one in the United Kingdom, number nine in the United States, and number two in Australia in 1992. Because of Enigma’s earlier success, 1.4 million advance orders were made for this album, which ultimately sold five million copies and was on Billboard’s Top 100 chart for thirty-two whole weeks.

Two years later, Kuo Ying-nan, a seventy-six-year-old betel nut farmer and musician in Taiwan of Ami ethnic ancestry, received a phone call from a friend in Taipei. “Hey! Your voice is on the radio!” And sure enough,” said Kuo, “it was me.”21 “I was really surprised,” he said elsewhere, “but I recognized our voices immediately.”22 Kuo and his wife, Kuo Shin-chu, were two of the musicians who had toured Europe in 1988, and they were also on the earlier recordings collected on the Polyphonies vocales recording.23

Cut to Atlanta, Georgia, in 1996, where the International Olympic Committee was selecting music to showcase at the games their city was to host that summer. They commissioned ex–Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart, a leader in the “world music” genre, and winner of the first Grammy award for that music in 1991, and Hart duly composed “A Call to Nations,” a work that featured many different kinds of drumming as well as Tibetan Buddhist chanting and other sounds, asserting the notion that we’re all one world. Other composers were commissioned, and, relevant to this discussion, previously recorded works were also made official songs of the Olympics. Enigma’s “Return to Innocence” was named one of these. It thus appeared on a collection featuring official Olympics music and was used by CNN and NBC in advertisements for their coverage of the Olympics, though I have been unable to locate this album.24 (Some press reports say that this Olympics exposure is how Kuo learned of the use of his voice.)25 Gill Blake, assistant producer of the project that produced the promotional video for the Olympics, wrote, “We listened to several pieces we felt had something spiritual and timeless about them. It was then purely a matter of making a subjective choice. . . . In addition, ‘Return to Innocence’ seemed to work in conjunction with the ideas expressed in the video of fair play, peace, unity, etc.”26

On July 1, 1996, just before the beginning of the Olympics, Magic Stone Music, a record label in Taipei, issued a press release that said they were representing the Kuos in a lawsuit against EMI (presumably as the parent company of Virgin, Enigma’s record company), and that they were also producing a new album by them, an album of their traditional music mixed with pop sounds.27 On July 26, 1996, it was announced that the president of the International Olympic Committee, Juan Antonio Samaranch, had decided to send an official thank-you to the Ami couple, following a report to the committee by Wu Ching-Kuo of Taiwan.28 The Kuos’ attorney claimed that the original use of their voices was illegal, and thus all subsequent uses were also.29 Their attorney also said that this was not just an intellectual property case, but that the Kuos’ human rights had been violated: the musicians “think EMI is ignoring the human rights of the Ami people.”30 “Minority peoples around the world have been treated unfairly and over in this way,” Magic Stone said in their press conference. “In the 17th century, people cheated the aborigines out of their land, but why are the basic rights of aboriginal peoples still being ignored today?”31

At some point (a date has not been mentioned), Enigma was reported to have sent a check for $2,000 (another report said 15,000 francs, which is almost $4,000) to Hsiu Tsang Houei, who had made the original field recordings in 1978. Professor Hsu deposited the check in an Ami community trust fund. Some reports said that this money was sent to Kuo himself. One account said that Enigma suggested the possibility of further collaborations with Kuo. The Taiwanese government said that the higher figure was paid by the French Maison des Cultures du Monde, which was responding to a letter from Hsiu Tsang Houei, and that the money was paid to the Chinese Folk Arts Foundation, which had brought the singers from Taiwan to Europe in the first place. To date, however, the money appears to have remained in the hands of the foundation and has not been paid out to the Kuos or anyone else.32

As far as I can tell, this threatened lawsuit went nowhere for nearly two years. I sent a few faxes to Magic Stone inquiring about its status but received no reply; in the last of these I volunteered my professional services
as a musicologist, but still nothing. Finally, in March 1998, two press reports clarified matters. This lawsuit had indeed stalled, because the Kuo’s "representatives" were told by the (presumably) defendants in the suit that it could cost about $1 million to bring suit. Attorneys willing to take on the suit pro bono could not be found until, finally, a Chinese-American intellectual property lawyer agreed to take the case.34

This lawyer, Emil Chang of Oppenheimer, Wolff, and Donnelly in San Jose, California, posted a plea to the Internet newsgroup alt.music.enigma-dex etc in June 1998 headed "Help stop exploiting Aboriginal cultures! Aborigines sue for justice and recognition: Justice for the Kuo!"35 Chang included more explicit information about the suit that demonstrates the chain of ownership in today’s multinational music world, for the suit was filed against a variety of music production and recording companies, including EMI and Sony. The basis of the suit was copyright infringement and "failure to attribute the plaintiffs as the original creators and performers of their work."

In the middle of the suit, Emil Chang left the firm, and the case was taken over by E. Patrick Ellisen, who told me early in 1999 that the judge was anxious that the case be settled out of court before the scheduled court date of midsummer 1999.36 But mediation in the spring of 1999 failed to produce results, and Ellisen then expected to go to court. The failure of this mediation meant that another lawsuit was filed, against various licensees of EMI, since "Return to Innocence" appeared on many compilation albums as well as in films, television programs, and television advertisements. Ellisen’s office also considered another lawsuit, against EMI in France and Maison des Cultures du Monde, that was not filed.37 Ellisen and his staff faced an uphill battle, for most traditional music is not copyrighted, so it is easy for defendants in such cases to rely on that fact or claim that any usage of it constitutes fair use. For this reason, Robin Lee, director of Taiwan’s Association of Recording Copyright Owners, said that Kuo had no legal case: "The original authors of traditional folk chants have long been dead. And since performers are not authors, they have no copyrights."38 Lee was wrong, though: it isn’t true that folk music can’t be copyrighted. It has become standard for folk musicians to list the music as traditional, but the "arrangement" of it as copyrighted, as in "All music traditional, arranged by X." The defendants’ attorneys also claimed that the Kuo’s knew that they were signing away rights to the concert recordings made in France in 1988, as Pierre Bois of the Maison des Cultures du Monde maintained.

Finally, in June of 1999, the parties reached an out-of-court settlement, most of which is confidential. What is known is that the Kuo will be given written credit on all future releases of the "Return to Innocence" song and would receive a platinum copy of The Cross of Changes album. Additionally, the Kuo’s would be able to establish a foundation to preserve their group’s culture, particularly its music, an act that Ellisen says was "not to be construed as implying there was any money" in the settlement terms. For its part, Virgin Records America thanked the Kuo’s "for the important contribution that their arrangement and performance of the vocal chant ‘Jubilant Drinking Song’ made to the song ‘Return to Innocence.’"39 The careful use of the word "arrangement" here indicates that Virgin never altered its position on the Kuo’s music—it is an "arrangement," that is, a version of a work for which they do not hold the copyright.

While the lawsuit was in progress, an established Taiwanese pop band called Xin Baolao Kangle Dui (or New Formosa Band) released an album on which they sang in two local dialects: Minnan Holo, also known as Taiwanese Minnan, and Hakka Keja.40 The first track is described by a Taiwanese fan as an "Enigma-like song reminding a person most strongly of ‘Return to Innocence.’ The only thing is that it’s done in a mix of Keja and Taiwanese. It definitely bewildered me the first time I played it."41 Think of this: a Taiwanese group singing music in local languages in the style of Enigma’s song which had extensively sampled music by an Ami couple singing in their native language. New Formosa Band’s song was compiled and remixed on a later release and advertised as a dance tune with world music rhythms, entitled, in English, "Song for Joyous Gathering." The band also added a new member on this compilation album: an Aboriginal musician from Taiwan. Bobby Chen, a pop star in Taiwan, has recorded yet another version of this song.42

Twists

That’s the story as clearly and as simply as I can now put it, though there are some interesting twists. Enigma’s fans responded to the claims by the Kuo’s that they had not been consulted or recompensed, and I am going to turn now to discussing fans’ reactions to this case, for they, too, are no less a part of this “infoscene” surrounding the case of the Kuo and Enigma. The press release mentioned above provoked some angry responses from fans on the Enigma Internet mailing list; a few posters were concerned about the incident, but for the most part Enigma’s fans were angry that someone was, in effect, questioning their hero’s creativity. The most vociferous (and most loudly agreed with) statement was this:

Wow, foreign greed. Tis but strange since most greed comes from the States.
Now I’ve raved about this before, but I’m sad to say “screw this guy”. He took
his cut, and now that his voice is famous people are getting him to cash in on it. There should definitely be a statute of limitations on stuff like this, especially if the suit comes after. The song is a big hit, I shall participate in my very small "one man boycott." (OHHH AHHH :)). And be sure not to help these people profit in any way. But not that it matters to anyone.

Still, why didn't they sue 10 years ago eh? Ya gotta wonder...

PS Enigma is still the best. Where-ever and how-ever, they get the samples!!!

And so forth. The gist of this and most subsequent posts was that the Kuos had been paid (though, as I indicated, it isn't clear if they actually received any money) and that they had no right to ask for anything else.

Another post by this same user, slightly mollified by a calm call for fairness, wrote back, saying that

anything he [Kuo] deserves should not have anything to do with Enigma and/or its management. Let the people they bought it from deal with this guy. Also, you have to wonder if it had been some other band and/or the song made little money would anyone care? The only thing left that would make this perfectly American is if this guy claimed some sort of racism or something, eh? I seriously though, I think the original party who sold to Enigma should have to be responsible if anyone is going to take the fall. I mean if this original anttho guy made this recording and such then it is kinda public domain stuff. Enigma basically paid the song to be "theirs" and that's about all that was necessary. Now if the guy's recording had a bunch of dance beats and other vocals then we'd have a problem :)

This user's view seems to be that the original recording was of raw material in the public domain, but if the original recording had been refined by the addition of "dance beats and other vocals," that would indicate that their music had been produced in a studio and thus copyrighted.

After this flurry of responses, lawyer Emil Chang's later posting, quoted above, generated some rather nasty responses; most Enigma fans (the vast majority of whom subscribe to the mailing list and do not frequent the newsgroup that Chang posted to) were not sympathetic. Most argued that, even though the Kuos contributed something, "Return to Innocence" simply did not exist before Michael Cretu worked his magic. One person wrote, "As so far as 'Recognition' goes, an almost 80 year old Taiwanese singer is not credited on each and every copy of Enigma's album because Michael Cretu **is** the creator of RTI ["Return to Innocence"]. Period.

It is clear that Enigma's fans are heavily invested in their highly romantic perceptions of Michael Cretu's genius; they view Cretu as a supremely gifted maker of meanings and speak of him in heroic terms. Their denunciations of, and impatience for, the Kuos' lawsuit makes this clear: they don't like Cretu's claim to genius and originality questioned at all. Or, if they admit that Cretu took somebody else's music, he is described as refining it, turning some raw material into art. Here's one post to the Enigma mailing list during discussions of the Kuos' lawsuit: "OK, so Cretu probably realized that he could afford (and it would be well worth) a hell of a lot more than $2000 for the recording he made. But look, who else do you know who can take a two thousand dollar recording and make it into a multimillion dollar recording? Do you see that Andy guy who sang part of the chorus complaining? Let's not forget that even though the dude from Taiwan has a great voice, it was Cretu's creativity that made the real music happen."

Clearly invoking Romantic ideas of the genius as a person driven to work, and working in isolation, the Enigma FAQ on the Internet describes Cretu working alone in the studio at all hours, sorting through hundreds of CDs to sample: "He is a self-confessed night owl, and also a workaholic, this being seen by the fact that the production phase for The Cross of Changes took 7 months with the computer log of his sound bridge often stating that recording sessions from 10pm to 4am occurred. During this whole period he rarely saw the sun."

One of the ways Westerners appropriate other music is to construct the original makers of that appropriated music as anonymous. Anthropologist Sally Price was told by a French art dealer that "If the artist isn't anonymous, the artist isn't primitive." Cretu positions Kuo as anonymous and timeless in order to advocate his "return to innocence," a return to a spiritualized past. But when the makers of the original sounds talk back, Cretu's originality is called into question.

Kuo and his wife are assumed to be " primitives," but they're inconveniently privy to the rest of the world via the various "-scapes" mentioned earlier. At the same time, though, there's a refusal to recognize this. The Kuos' music is constructed as "pure," primitive, and thus infantilized, by Enigma, but by attempting to get credit and remuneration Kuo is behaving too much as a contemporary, worldly person: the subaltern speaks.

Enigma contributes to perceptions of their originality and the "primitive" and/or ancient nature of their music iconographically. The cover art on the single is faux "native" art, the Persian mystic poet Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Din ar-Rumî (1207–1273) is quoted, and more. Enigma also uses a typeface on the cover of the "Return to Innocence" single that looks as though it were made by a manual typewriter, as though Enigma is just a small band who make and sell their own recordings, inviting a degree of credibility with listeners.

One last wrinkle concerns the reticence of Michael Cretu and the people behind Enigma; they claim, through their unnamed manager, that they want to avoid cheap imitations of their music, that is, people who
take the samples in an attempt to make music like Enigma's, and so they rarely disclose where their samples come from, unless, as we saw, they are forced to.\textsuperscript{4} The keeper of the Enigma FAQ on the Internet, Gavin Stok, met with Enigma's manager, who works in Mambo Musik based in Munich, and asked him about Enigma's sampling problems. The manager claimed that licensing agreements state that they don't have to credit some samples. It became clear in the course of this interview that Mambo Musik was more worried about other musicians who track down Enigma's samples in order to make cheap imitations of Enigma. Here are Stok's words: "Their major concern is of commercial rip-off artists who steal the samples and try to quickly release a song to 'cash in' on the popularity of the first single from a new album. Evidence of this was apparent with the release of \textit{MCXMC A.D.} and Mambo does not want to see it happen again."\textsuperscript{44}

This is quite an interesting statement. On the one hand, Mambo Musik adheres to the letter of the law, listing sampled musicians only when required to do so; on the other hand, by not crediting other musicians, they are thus making it much harder for people to find those samples. In practices such as these, Mambo is asserting a kind of de facto ownership over Enigma's samples in these cases. Simon Frith writes that "Sample lea have adopted the long established pop rule of thumb about 'folk music'—a song is in public domain if its author is unlikely to sue you. And so sample records make extensive use of sounds lifted from obscure old tracks and from so-called (far away) 'world' music—lifted, it seems, without needing clearance."\textsuperscript{45}

Without the benefit of an attribution in the liner notes (except in the first European pressing of the album), several people came forward with very different statements about the origins of the sampled music in "Return to Innocence." Ellie Weinert wrote in \textit{Billboard} that "the archaic-sounding vocals on 'Return to Innocence' are not sung in any particular language but represent a sequence of vowels."\textsuperscript{46} A later \textit{Billboard} article referred to the "Indonesian voices" on the album.\textsuperscript{47} An online review by a Norwegian Enigma fan, keeper of one of the Enigma webpages on the Internet, said that "this track cleverly blends the joik (Lapp chant) with modern rhythms and song structure. The joik is used as the chorus. This track gives me a feeling of pleasure and happiness, and some of the reason is that Enigma has turned to the ancient Nordic musical culture, the Lapps living in the northern parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia."\textsuperscript{48} (I should point out that the preferred term for "Lapp" is now Saami.) A Finnish Internet user also thought that the music was joik.

But the song is perhaps most frequently heard as Native American. The video that accompanied the song uses images of "Indians in some tropical jungle," as one fan writes.\textsuperscript{49} In a class discussion, a student presented this sampled music as Native American, and it has been used as a Native American song on television and in films. One Enigma fan, who claimed to be "part Native American," heard the song as Native American. And "Return to Innocence" appears in the Jonathan Taylor Thomas/Chey Chase film \textit{Man of the House}, a 1995 Disney release about a boy and a man attempting to bond while in the Indian Guides together.

This scramble for attribution provides one example of what this glocalized/informationalized world is bringing. Information may be moving about, but it is not always true or accurate. The Internet is essentially a giant word-of-mouth network, which means that ascertaining "truth" can be problematic, difficult, or impossible. Anyone who paid attention to the Pierre Salinger fiasco (in which the former White House press secretary claimed that a U.S. Navy missile brought down TWA flight 800 over Long Island, based on "proof" obtained on the Internet) knows what I mean. Salinger clearly approached Internet-disseminated texts as journalistic sources (i.e., more conventional texts), only to discover that he had made a rather large mistake.\textsuperscript{50} For ethnographers and fellow travelers like myself, this is less of a problem, since we are interested less in "truth" than in (re)presentations of truth. But we are also information gatherers, and more than once I have felt stymied by the absence of information—or, just as frequently, the welter of contradictory information—about a particular musician, recording, incident, or what have you.

This is not to say that ours is the Misinformation Age but that the rapid movement of information around the planet does result in mistakes and, sometimes, bizarre forms of relativization. As an example of the latter, take Microsoft's Encarta encyclopedia CD-ROM. The most recent edition (as of this writing in 1999) was issued in nine versions, each of which was aimed at a particular regional/linguistic market. In the American version, Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone; in the Italian version, it was invented by a little-known candelabra named Antonio Mucci five years earlier. In the American Encarta, Thomas Alva Edison invented the light bulb at the same time as the Briton Joseph Swan, who is credited in the British Encarta as having been first. While such a strategy identifies Microsoft as more of a marketing corporation than one concerned with knowledge, its Encarta staff insists it is attempting to be responsive to different viewpoints. "We're not changing facts," says the editor of the U.K. edition, "we're changing emphasis."\textsuperscript{51} But because these changes in "emphasis" can travel beyond their intended audience, others can learn of them, as the spate of publication about this new Encarta illustrates.\textsuperscript{52}
Music

Now let's move to a discussion of Enigma's music itself. The song on the original recording of Ami music that Enigma sampled is the first of "Two Weeking and Paddyfield Songs" (called by the couple's lawyer, Emill Chang, "Jubilant Drinking Song," and on a later album, "Elders Drinking Song" — the title changes with the use) with the following text:

Friends, we need this hard work, we the people of the land
Let us not despise it!
Friends, we will undertake this difficult task with joy,
So that we may live off the fruits of our labours.
Friends, have no fear of the difficulties, nor the burning sun,
For we are only doing our duty!

Enigma doesn't manipulate the Ami song at all, save for the addition of a little reverberation. The fact that Enigma leaves this music largely unchanged points to their usage of it as a kind of artifact, not as something to be ripped apart and scattered throughout their track, as has happened in other cases. The Ami music we hear in "Return to Innocence" is clearly used not as "material" or as "local color" but rather as a largely intact sign of the ethnic/exotic unspoiled by technology or even modernity. This use of identifiable "ethnic" music samples is part of a growing trend in popular musics, and dance musics in particular, even giving rise to a new genre name: "ethnotechno." Some of Enigma's fans credit Cretu with spawning this new genre with "Return to Innocence."

Enigma's song is four minutes sixteen seconds in length, and samples the Kuo's voices for over two minutes of this time, as shown in table 1. Cretu effectively takes the Kuo's pentatonic melody and undergirds it with lush, synthesized, diatonic harmonies. The song concludes with a wash in the dominant seventh that takes us to the tonic in minor, which then segues directly into the next track, entitled "I Love You... I'll Kill You." The stop-and-start quality of the original Ami music is echoed by the drum track in the Enigma song, an effect that compels the listener's attention. It also announces the song as one without a practical function, that is, to allow for dancing; you couldn't dance to it easily with the drum track starting and stopping as it does. Cretu is making another kind of point with this song, moving away from dance and physical pleasure toward something more introspective. The beat isn't fodder for discotheque music here; it is recorded by Cretu as something primal and timeless, in keeping with the partly "spiritual" orientation of the album, and the band's style and image more generally.

What Enigma fans seem to like about the song is its homogeneity, its consistency, and its refusal to make the Kuo's music markedly distinct from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Lyrics/Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0:00</td>
<td>[Kuo Ying-nan sampled voice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:36</td>
<td>Love — Devotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:49</td>
<td>Feeling — Emotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>[Kuo Ying-nan sampled voice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:29</td>
<td>The return to innocence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:31</td>
<td>If you want, then start to laugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:35</td>
<td>Just believe in destiny.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:42</td>
<td>Don't care what people say</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:53</td>
<td>[Kuo Ying-nan sampled voice]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:08</td>
<td>[Kuo Hsin-Chu joins sample]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:26</td>
<td>[drum track stops]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:28</td>
<td>Spoken:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>That's not the beginning of the end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:37</td>
<td>[drum track starts]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:39</td>
<td>[both Kuo sampled]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:36</td>
<td>[drum track stops]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spoken:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>That's the return to innocence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:02</td>
<td>[V, modulation to minor]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4:16</td>
<td>[beginning of next track]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the music by Enigma. Enigma experts and fans have commented on the simple formal structure of the song—the Norwegian webpage owner mentioned above calls it their most traditional song—it is a verse-chorus arrangement, with the Ami music serving as the chorus. Some fans like this simplicity, but others find it too simple, too traditional. Other fans believe it to be conservative because the vocals are too intelligible—in other words, too much like what they derivatively call “pop music.”

The similar version by the New Formosa Band, however, sounds like pop music. It’s called “Song of Joyous Gathering,” makes use of an Amis folk song from an indigenous group in Taiwan, and is sung or spoken in several dialects, a folk dialect as well as the Hoklo Minnan and Hakka Kejia dialects. The mention in verse 5 of the Chinese mainland refers to those Chinese who followed Chiang Kai-shek in 1949; the song is generally about setting aside differences. Table 2 includes the lyrics with musical events.

The main similarities with Enigma’s song concern the use of the folk music as a chorus, though the New Formosa Band sings the chorus themselves; it isn’t sampled. The message of unity is made partly in this way, but in other ways as well. The song is almost a study in the possibilities of harmonious, egalitarian combinations and juxtapositions. First, the two singers alternate between the Minnan and Kejia dialects; second, at 3:12 and 4:05 the folk song is sung first in Minnan and then in the folk dialect, making the earlier idea of juxtaposing languages even more localized; third, the folk song is mixed with the music of verse three; and fourth, the folk song itself is harmonized in thirds for the first two bars (see fig. 1).

The New Formosa Band has recently released a collection that introduces a new member of the band. The track on the collection that they highlight is the one I have just analyzed, but this time in a new guise. It’s a remix of the earlier version, but, despite that, it’s described as a dance tune with world music rhythms, and “world music” is written in English. (There is virtually no English anywhere else, save production and copyright information and

![Table 2: New Formosa Band: “Song of Joyous Gathering,” Lyrics/Events](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>Lyrics/Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[synth fades in]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:17</td>
<td>[folk]</td>
<td>spoken words</td>
<td>probably Amis folk song words ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0:52</td>
<td></td>
<td>[drum track starts]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[Amis folk song]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hoklo Minnan</td>
<td>There will sometimes come softly within your heart the sound of a beautiful melody A very gentle melody Like the white clouds leaning against a mountain slope A lover’s dream of his beloved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hakka Kejia</td>
<td>Just like how you care for your children, use that love to treasure this island of water, mountains, and the clear four seasons We are all one family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:51</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hoklo Minnan</td>
<td>Remember to let loose and move your footsteps Happy times cannot be delayed [repeat]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[fragments of folk song]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[repeat folk song]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hakka Kejia</td>
<td>No matter if you’re Taiwanese, from the mainland China, an indigenous person, or a Hakka Kejia, pray to Heaven that it will protect this land and the people Safe for all generations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hoklo Minnan</td>
<td>No matter if you’re Taiwanese, from the mainland China, an indigenous person, or a Hakka Kejia, we will dance tonight Songs do not distinguish between you and me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hakka Kejia</td>
<td>[same as Verse 1, sung over folk song]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:04</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hoklo Minnan</td>
<td>Let us sing together enchanting melodies Tonight we are fated to be together as one family [repeat]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1: New Formosa Band: “Song of Joyous Gathering,” folk melody](image)
TABLE 2. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Verse</th>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>Lyrics/Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:12</td>
<td>Folk</td>
<td>[Amis folk song]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Holo Minnan/</td>
<td>Let's not fight anymore [folk dialect]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[Holo Minnan]:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Be my partner</td>
<td>[folk dialect]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:21</td>
<td>Folk</td>
<td>[folk song (men only)]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:41</td>
<td></td>
<td>[folk song with female singer]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:01</td>
<td></td>
<td>[drum track stops; birdcalls; synth portamento]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:22</td>
<td>Holo Minnan</td>
<td>We'll sing together, enchanting melodies</td>
<td>Happy time cannot be delayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:34</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hakka Kejia</td>
<td>Hearing the songs coming from the mountains, I hold in my tears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>That call from far away times reminds us not to forget the words of our ancestors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:44</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Holo Minnan</td>
<td>[same as verse 6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:54</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Hakka Kejia</td>
<td>Just like how our dear parents are always by our sides, giving us their warmth and love, sacrificing day and night, doing everything to protect us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Be my partner, this is our homeland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:04</td>
<td></td>
<td>[Holo Minnan]:</td>
<td>Let's not fight anymore [folk dialect]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Be my partner</td>
<td>[folk dialect]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:24</td>
<td></td>
<td>[Amis folk song as original]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:34</td>
<td></td>
<td>[folk song harmonized with thirds]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:44</td>
<td></td>
<td>[folk song combined with verse 1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:04</td>
<td></td>
<td>[folk song repeated]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>[folk song harmonized]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:26</td>
<td></td>
<td>[folk song; fades]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:43</td>
<td></td>
<td>[End]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I would like to thank Yi-Fawn Lee and Rebecca Fan for help with the translations.

The primary significance of the New Formosa Band's music, for my purposes here, is that it demonstrates the ways in which musics are increasingly caught up in the global flow of sounds, images, ideas, and ideologies made possible by digital technology. Even though this Taiwanese band doesn’t expressly address Enigma's appropriation of Ami music, they nonetheless critique the blockbuster German band both by asserting a native perspective and working with an indigenous performer, and by scrupulously sharing the spotlight in the song.

Since the onset of this controversy, Difang (Kuo Ying-nan's Ami name) released the promised recording on Magic Stone in 1998. Circle of Life (the title is in English) shows Kuo on the cover (see fig. 2) and features many traditional songs sung by the Kuos. This album topped the charts in both Taiwan and Japan.

The songs on Circle of Life were mixed in the studio with drum machines and synthesizers and sound much like Enigma's “Return to Innocence.” But the difference, of course, is that all of this was done with the Kuos' knowledge, permission, and cooperation. And as a way of further critiquing Enigma's treatment of them, the penultimate track is a version of the song that Enigma sampled that is far less intrusive. The final track is the original version of their song without any added studio sounds at all.

The Ami music in Circle of Life was recorded in a studio in Taipei. The resulting tapes were then sent to the Belgian musician and producer Dan Lacksman, who had produced the album Deep Forest. The resulting band of the same name is Enigma's main competitor in the realm of ethno-techno/New Age pop. Lacksman also released his own ethno-techno album in 1996, entitled Pangea. He was reportedly recruited via the Internet and has said that Circle of Life represents a crossover between traditional and contemporary music. Lacksman's contribution helps explain the contemporary electronic sound of the album, which may also explain its popularity in Japan, where it was one of the bestselling world music albums.

But Lacksman's presence on Circle of Life also helps illustrate the circle of musical sounds possible under new regimes of globalization. Lacksman, who credits only one sample on all of Pangea (presumably because that's the only one the copyright holders were likely to hear), occupies a different structural relationship within the music industry for Circle of Life but at the same time lends his prestige to it, for the words “Deep Forest” (in English) appear on a cardboard slip on the cover.
of love stories and wild, violent cryings. The large eagle lost its direction of flight. From then on, the eagle disappeared.

Fortunately, there are still people on the ground who remember those songs, those brave legends—the honesty and purity passed down for generations. Like prophets, they continued to sing and pass them on. But the ignorant have viewed it as a new sound, causing at first apprehension and fear. Later, they blindly followed, plagiarizing. The value of those singing (and passing on) the songs was overlooked.  

The notes then continue to tell Kuo Ying-man's story and also relate the story of Enigma's appropriation of their song, though only obliquely mentioning the lawsuit by referring to "an explosion of international controversy over the authorship and rights of native peoples' music."

While it may seem as though the opening of the liner notes perpetuates an old notion of the natural primitive, writing the notes thus has another, clever, aspect, for this style allows Enigma to be accused of plagiarism, a charge that, in the absence of a settlement of the lawsuit, could not be straightforwardly made at the time of the release of the recording. The musical-rhetorical strategy employed by Creut in "Return to Innocence" to convey feelings of mysticism and timelessness has been used against him to advance the Kuos' and other Ami viewpoints.

The Enigma and Kuo story is illustrative of older "globalizations" competing with this newer "glocalization," facilitated mainly by new digital technologies of communication and the dissemination of (mis)information in the "infosphere."

Enigma's success with "Return to Innocence" and the entire Cross of Changes album has awakened the music industry to the potential of "indigenous cultures," to which royalties are almost never paid. This, to recall Wallerstein, is definitely cheap labor. Roger Lee, senior marketing director of Sony Music Taiwan, persuaded Sony's huge worldwide hit band, Deep Forest, to sample music from the Ami, as they did on their 1995 album Bohème, which won the Grammy award for best world music album in 1995.  

This album is also popular with Enigma fans, judging by the response on the Enigma Internet mailing list. According to Lee, "This era has revealed the infinite business potential of indigenous culture. We shouldn't just passively go with the flow of the predominant cultural mechanism. Mainstream needs to be countered by non-mainstream, and any non-mainstream influence may turn out to be tomorrow's mainstream." The kind of appropriation Lee is advocating has roots, of course, in much older appropriations, as pointed out above, and such a statement points to the kinds of old and continuing problems currently occurring under the rubric of globalization, or, for that matter, postmodernism.
The term globalization can hide old forms of exploitation dressed up in contemporary business language like Roger Lee’s. Capitalism in this global/informational economy is finding new ways of splitting some signifiers from their signifieds and from their makers in a process Steven Feld has called “schizophrenia.” This newer phenomenon of “glocalization” helps us understand the ways that there may be the same time new forms of resistance to this process. Digitized sounds move to the centers in ways they didn’t before, but for the first time, the original makers of these musical signs are finding ways of bringing them back home again.

Notes


3. This term is derived from Paul Virilio’s idea of the “interface,” a kind of information-scene that he believes will assume biological proportions in the near future (Virilio, Open Sky, trans. Julie Rose [London and New York: Verso, 1999]), 84.


6. Ibid., 9.

7. Ibid., 26–27.


12. Immanuel Wallerstein, Historical Capitalism (London: Verso, 1989). Some have argued that global expansion has been driven not by the search for cheap labor but new markets (see, most famously, V. I. Lenin, Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism: A Popular Outline [New York: International, 1930]).


17. Pierre Bois, email communication, March 29, 1999. He reiterates this rather defensively in a later email, April 7, 1999.


23. There is another story that Kuo tells: “Two years ago, my granddaugh- ter brought a tape home and played me the song on the Enigma record. That’s the first time I heard that Enigma had used my voice. I was very surprised and happy. It felt good to have people using my voice, but I was also surprised because I never sang such a song with all those other sounds, I wondered how it was made” (LiFen Guo [Kuo Ying-nan], interview by Frank Kohler, All Things Considered, National Public Radio, June 11, 1995).
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26. “Ami Sounds Scale Olympian Heights,” <http://www.gm.gov.tw/info/sinorama/808/308e00e.html>. This URL is no longer active.
27. Ibid.
28. “From Betelnuts to Billboard Hits,” <http://www.abc.com/9/4/cdnc/MAc0V5UaW/Sv08/061216/d1e.html>. This URL is no longer active.
29. “From Betelnuts to Billboard Hits.”
30. “Ami Sounds Scale Olympian Heights.”
31. “Olympic Music from Taiwan.” This is the figure also reported on the Internet newsgroup <misc.activism.progressive> by someone who seems to be an activist on behalf of the Kuoos.
32. “Ami Sounds Scale Olympian Heights.”
34. “d3d” refers to the Australian band Dead Can Dance.
35. E. Patricia Ellis, telephone communication, February 16, 1999.
36. E. Patricia Ellis, telephone communication, April 29, 1999.
39. The Hakka people were a migratory group who were persecuted at various times by the native peoples in whose territories they settled.
40. From <http://www.mpath.com/>-piaw/bunyi/shinshao.html>. This URL is no longer active.
41. It is included on the soundtrack to the film Chinese Box, Blue Note 9328, 1992.
42. This is a common discourse by Western musicians and fans about non-Western music—they are simply raw material for the genius of the Western star. See, for example, Paul Simon’s discussion of his work with black South African musicians on Graceland in the documentary Paul Simon: Born at the Right Time (Warner Reprise Video, 1992), in which he clearly narrates himself as an adventurer/explorer going into the heart of darkest Africa to bring back natural, unrefined materials that he transforms into something valuable and worthy. See also Timothy D. Taylor, Global Pop, chap. 1, for a more general discussion of this assumption.
45. <http://www.spikes.com/enigma/Mambori.html>. This URL is no longer active.
46. Ibid. Cretu and Enigma were sued for a sample on their earlier recording. An interview with Cretu published in Norway in 1990 says that “the Gregorian church chant is recorded in Romania, and [Cretu] answers feticheistically affirmative when we wonder if the singing monks have received their share of all the D-marks he gets” (Catharina Jacobsen, “Michael’s Mystical Music,” Verdens Gang (Oslo, Norway), December 10, 1990 [trans. Jarl Grimsvedt], available at <http://www.stud.his.no/~jarg/enigma/articles/verdensgang1990.html>). But it later transpired that the recording was made in the 1970s by the Munich-based choir Kapelle Antiqua, which recognized its recording of chant sampled on the Enigma album. Even though this recording is in the public domain (and it is not clear why), the group sued, claiming that Cretu had infringed on its “right of personality.” The group settled with court. Billboard’s report on the suit says that “it is understood that the bulk of the money paid to Kapelle Antiqua is in recognition of the infringement of its ‘right of personality.’ Lower sums have been paid to the record companies Polydor and BMG/Arion for the unauthorized use of ‘master recordings’” (Ellie Weinert, “Sadness’ Creator Sues Sample Suit,” Billboard, September 14, 1991, 82).
51. Olympic Music from Taiwan.
56. These “ethnotecno” music generally display a different attitude toward the sampled material, however. It’s usually less foregrounded in the mix, and the samples tend to be more extroverted, the songs are not usually put to New Age ends, as in Enigma’s song. See Taylor for a discussion of the differences between these electronic music and their uses of samples. For more on “ethnotecno,” see Erik Goldman, “Ethnotecno: A Sample Twist of Fate,” Rhythm Music, July 1995, 36–39; Josh Kun, “Too Pure?” Option, May/June 1996, 54; and Jon Pareles, “A Small World After All. But Is That Good?” New York Times, March 24, 1998, H14.
59. Ibid. I am very grateful to Dale Wilson for providing a translation of the liner notes. For sources on the concept of self-exotization and self-orientalism, see Shuhei Hosokawa, “Soy Sauce Music: Harumi Hosono and Japanese Self-Orientalism,” in A Riddle Wrapped in a Mystery / 87


deep forest took lee’s advice. wind records was established in taiwan to preserve traditional music, but it was one of their collections that found its way onto bolence, on which deep forest sampled a selection from a cd entitled the songs of the yami tribe, vol. 3 of the music of aborigines on taiwan island. wind records, tcd-1503, 1993. according to the deep forest faq, the ami sample on bolence is “a recitative for describing loneliness,” a title so evocative that it would seem hard to pass up (the deep forest faq is at http://www.spikes.com/worldmix/faq.htm). the yami are a different group than the ami; it isn’t a different translation. the program note accompanying the original yami recording says that “a recitative for describing loneliness” employs a scale uncommon in yami music and is borrowed from the ami. but to roger lee, it seems that an aborigine is an aborigine: can i give you ami? no? yami? as usual, this appropriative act by deep forest becomes converted into a sales tactic. next to the entry in wind records’ catalog for yami recordings, there is a little blurb mentioning that “a recitative for describing loneliness” was “excerpted” from deep forest’s bolence.

the sampled song is “marta’s song.” marta being the well-known hungarian singer marta sebestyen. “a recitative for describing loneliness” fits through the background when sebestyen isn’t singing their folk song (beginning at 1:43). a hungarian/transylvanian reader of the enigma internet mailing list informs me that this is a traditional song about a woman who is lamenting being pregnant and alone.
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CHAPTER FOUR

“Ethnic Sounds”

The Economy and Discourse of World Music Sampling

Paul Théberge

One evening some years ago, I received a phone call from a musician—a stranger. He had heard, through a mutual acquaintance, that I had once studied African drumming, and he wanted to know if I could teach him something about the music. I told him, apologetically, that I didn’t feel qualified to do so but recommended a couple of good books on the subject. Pressing further, he said that he had heard that there were specific, even secret African rhythms that, when played at the right tempo, could induce a state of trance-like ecstasy in the listener. Did I know them? Could I simply demonstrate some of them to him? I told him that I knew of no such rhythms and quickly ended our conversation.

At the time, I was struck by the impertinence of my interlocutor’s questions—secret rhythms, magical powers, “voodoo” trances. Of course I was aware of the mythology surrounding African music, but my own interest had been more “pure” than that. Or had it? What was it in the music that I had responded to, that had spurred my own desire to study it? I still don’t have any satisfactory answers to those questions, but I no longer find such inclinations to be quite so impertinent: indeed, I have come to regard the essentializing, exoticizing impulse evident in the questions posed to me in that phone call to be both pertinent and even central to how the music of other cultures, despite our increasing proximity to them, continues to be portrayed by musicians, listeners, critics, and, above all, the recording industry in the Western, post-industrialized world.